AUGUST 23, 2019 HEARINGS

ARKANSAS CONTRACTORS LICENSING BOARD

vs

BE VAN NGUYEN, D/B/A T & N BUILDERS

ORDER

The Board voted unanimously that the previous settlement agreement be set aside and that BE VAN NGUYEN, d/b/a T & N BUILDERS shall pay a civil penalty of $1,680.00 for violation of Act 150; $2,800.00 for violation of Act 162 as amended for a total of $4,280.00 after previous payments are applied, payable within twenty (20) days of receipt of this Order. The Board further ordered that a cease and desist order be entered to prevent BE VAN NGUYEN, d/b/a T & N BUILDERS from performing work in violation. BE VAN NGUYEN, d/b/a T & N BUILDERS shall refrain from bidding on or performing work on any projects in the amount of $50,000.00 or more prior to being licensed with the Contractors Licensing Board and obtaining a $10,000.00 surety bond or cash bond as required by Ark. Code Ann. § 17-25-401, et seq..

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS

45795 K R CAVENAUGH ELECTRIC, INC. $30,000.00 reduced to $15,000.00 if no further violations for 2 years
45796 TREVINO’S WELDING & MILLWRIGHT, LLC $4,200.00
45797 FIGUEROA INDUSTRIAL PAINTING, LLC $3500.00
45959 AARON WALKER DBA - WALKER SERVICES $800.00
45960 LOUK AG SERVICES, LLC $1,100.00
46036 FOAM ENERGY, INC. $1,200.00
46389 LELAND HOSTETLER $2,400.00
46236 HAWK BUILDING COMPANY, INC. $28,000.00 reduced to $14,000.00 if no further violations for 2 years
46249 A. KENT CONSTRUCTION, INC. $1,000.00
45733 BLUE OCEAN MECHANICAL SERVICES, LLC $8,000.00
45846 SOILO ENRIQUE ALVAREZ FONSECA DBA - FONSECA UTILITY CONSTRUCTION $1,200.00
45566 CKS PLUMBING, INC. $700.00
45550 HENROY DEVELOPMENT INC. $1,500.00
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